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Company: JAC Recruitment

Location: Thailand

Category: other-general

Main Responsibilities:

Develop and manage end-to-end overall planning (Production scheduling)

Lead, collaborate and ensure that each operation meets shipping dates and requirements

according to internal and external customer expectation and maintain optimum finish

goods level.

Analyze mid to long term capacity constraints and provide recommendations to proactively

resolve constraints; quantify business unit decisions as it relates to inventory goals and

budgets.

Proactively communicate with Sales when availability issues arise that will impact

order fulfillment.

Communicate production dates and finished goods availability to all concerning parties.

Maintain Master Data accuracy within Planning System(s); determine optimized order

quantities, safety raw material, packing stock parameters and production frequencies.

Prepare and present obsolete raw material reports and inventory aging reports to

department leadership. Direct overall inventory to meet organizational inventory goals.

Work closely with purchasing team to maintained through meetings and reporting

schedules and ensures appropriate lead times and minimum order quantities are in
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effect.

Monitor adherence to plan and handle routine problems; promptly seek assistance from

manager or management as needed.

Support business growth year-on-year, keep speed of response, enhance customer

satisfaction and concentrate inventory control for continuous improvement.

Perform other duties and projects as assigned.

Qualification:

Bachelor's degree in science , Engineering, Computer or related field.

At least 6-8 years' experience   in production planning and material control especially in

food business.

Proficient in English communication both oral and written.

Computer literacy.

Can work 6 days (Mon - Sat).

Knowledge and Expertise:

Ability to work under pressure independent and good coordination skill.

ISO9001, ISO 14001, HACCP, GMP, BRC, IFS system.

Excellent communication, planning and organizing skills.

Proven experience in Fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) industry or manufacturing

sites environment.

Strong analytical, planning, and problem-solving skills as well as strong knowledge and

experience utilizing planning system, and Microsoft Excel.



Demonstrate in detail-oriented, results-driven, and proactive.
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